
TRANSFORMATION
WEEK 3: RELATIONALLY ENRICHED

DISCUSSION GUIDE

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
 1. What are some ways others have ministered to you on a personal level over the years? 
 2. What are some ways you have ministered to people on a personal level?

Understanding personal ministry is vitally important to our expressing God’s love effectively.

Three phrases people love the most: I love you! You’re forgiven! Let’s eat! These phrases are all about relation-
ship. Everybody needs love, forgiveness and connection to be healthy. Interestingly this is discovered first in 
Christ. John 3 and Revelation 3 communicate how God loved the world (I love you) that he gave his only Son 
(You’re forgiven) and Jesus stands at the door of our hearts knocking and if we open the door he comes in to eat 
with us and us with him (Let’s eat). We were created in the image of God who is a community within himself as 
The Trinity. God created us with a design of community giving us a deep sense of desire for community.

Jesus is all about inviting the world to the Table of the Lord where we all become friends with God. Only through 
Jesus does the altar give access to the table.

Mal 1:7 “{You} are presenting defiled food upon My altar. But you say, ‘How have we defiled You?’ In that you 
say, ‘The table of the LORD is to be despised.’ NAS

Notice how the altar and the table are eternally connected. The table was in the Holy Place in the Temple of the 
Lord communicating the sacred value of that which might seem so common. It would serve us well to remember 
that Jesus was so common that it caused many to miss the sacred, powerful and profound revelation He was 
carrying for the world. Perhaps we’ve been having conversations with our world through a bullhorn that need to 
be happening around a coffee table. If we’re not careful we can easily revert to a bullhorn agenda even while 
sitting at the coffee table. 

We live in a day where people live isolated and lonely lives. True Christianity introduces Jesus as the relational 
answer to this painful deficiency that exists in the lives of so many people. The pursuit of great influence in big 
platforms can cause us to miss the power of meaningful impact on personal levels.

DISCUSSION QUESTION:
 3. What are some other examples of how true disciples invest themselves in the lives of others in 
  an intimate and intentional way? 

Rom 12:9-13 Don’t just pretend that you love others. Really love them...get into the habit of inviting guests home 
for dinner (NLT)

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
 4. On a  scale of 1-10, where would you rate yourself in Hospitality - welcoming people into your life, 
  into your home to sit together at your table and treating them in a gracious way expressing love 
  through friendship? What can you begin to do to improve your score by at least one point?
 5. Is eating together at the table a common practice in your home? If so how have you 
  accomplished this? If not what needs to happen so you can accomplish this? 

We Bring GP2RL Action Point: 

Sacrificially invest in someone’s life this week to demonstrate God’s love to them.


